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Abstract 

Numerous examples from around the world (NY, Berlin, London, ...) of urban public areas modernizations, 

carried out with respect to historical and cultural values of the places, using modern technology and building solutions, 

but also ordered greenery, indicate an opportunity to preserve the spatial identity of the city and its individual image. 

The article presents examples of squares in Polish cities (mainly in the area of Podlasie), which have already 

been subjected to modernization (Warsaw – Grzybowski Square, Bialystok, Ostrow Mazowiecka, Tykocin) and future 

modernization projects (Choroszcz, Knyszyn, Suwalki). Examples are presented from the perspective of the analysis of 

greenery use as a mean of urban composition to refer to the historical cultural values and their visibility in the area of 

squares. 
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Introduction 

 

Modernizations and revitalizations of historic centers are part of a global trend of city centers 

re-urbanization on the scale starting from New York, London, Paris or Berlin down to the small 

towns in different regions of Europe (Gyurkovich, 2011; Mc Leod, 2008; Zuziak, 2008). These 

processes are designed to improve the standard and quality of residents’ life responding to their 

current needs. To a large extent, the projects are realized through the introduction of greenery in the 

historic urban structure (Kosinski, 2011; Czarnecki, 2003; Pluta, 2011). 

Since two decades processes of historical modernizations of markets and town squares have 

been clearly recognizable in many cities across Poland (in 1989 changes in political and economic 

system in Poland were initiated, providing the possibility of the historic identity restoration, among 

others, of small towns’ squares). They relate to projects carried out in large cities (Warsaw, 

Cracow, Poznan, Wrocław, Łódź, Gdańsk, Gdynia, Szczecin, Bialystok, ...) as well as smaller 

towns widely known for their historical heritage (Zamosc, Bielsko Biala, Opole, ...) and numerous 

small centers of the majority of Polish regions (Loegler, 2011). The article presents and analyzes 

modern designs and projects from the north-east Poland (Bialystok, Augustow, Choroszcz, 

Knyszyn, Lomza, Ostrow Mazowiecka, Suwalki, ...) (Fig. 2–6). 

In many cases, the modernization of the markets and squares, was dictated by considerations 

of a functional nature (utility, such as the correction of the communication system, climate 

improvements, introduction of new culture, recreation and leisure features..) and aesthetic 

(replacement of damaged over the years squares equipment and surface), and at the same time the 

desire to demonstrate and emphasize individual cultural values of the areas providing the historical 

identity of the towns and cities. In the realizations and projects carried out a tendency appeared of 

conscious use of greenery in the modernization process. The essence of its use was improvement of 

the perceivable climate (temperature, humidity, sunlight, ...), but also highlighting the value of 

urban composition related to an individual history of the place (Ostrowski, 1980). 
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Methods of research 

 

In order to analyze the contemporary modernizations the comparative method was applied, 

with which the relationships of functional changes occurring over time in the urban squares were 

indicated. Changes in the use of squares led to the possibility of using greenery as one of the 

modern means of their modernization, corresponding to the current public demand.  

Greenery was presented in the areas of historic squares in towns of north-east Poland to a 

small extent, in connection with the main functions for which they were intended, in the 

commercial, trade, service, communication, administrative or representative functions. In Augustow 

in the second half of the 19th century, greenery was introduced in shape of a park on a part of the 

town square, in Suwalki and Lomza large parks were established in close proximity to the major 

urban squares. They were realized in the established governorate towns in accordance with the 

intentions of Russian invaders.  

In the interwar period (1918–1939) in many squares of small towns trees were planted on the 

square perimeters, keeping their interior for trade and communication. Planting was carried out in 

accordance with the ministerial regulations.  

After World War II, many town squares were converted to urban greenery squares. Planting 

was usually a social action in the 50s – 60s of the 20th century (Basista, 2001). The actions were 

often conducted in a spontaneous way, not based on any project that would order the scale of it. 

These common actions were politically conditioned, which eventually led to disorder and 

degradation of the historical importance of market squares in the town space. Several decades after 

planting the greenery filled the space of squares, making it impossible to see the scale and character 

of the building frontages (Zambrów, Wizna, Wysokie Mazowieckie, Rajgrod, ...). 

 

Results 

 

Modernizations of urban squares are the domain of large cities (Gyurkovich, 2010; 

Paszkowski, 2011). In 2010, in Warsaw, the project of the Grzybowski Square modernization was 

realized, project of Pleneria studio in 2009 (Fig.1), in place of the former (2007) public installation 

“Oxygenerator” by Joanna Rajkowska („Oxygenerator” – arch. Maciej Walczyna, project 

curator – Kaja Pawełek). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Grzybowski Square in Warsaw (project Pleneria studio). Photo D. Gawryluk 
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Square – local market of Warsaw's district, since the 18th century, had a cult function 

associated with the existence of the church built in its northern frontage and the synagogue located 

near the square. In 19th and 20th centuries it had the function of an important communication 

junctions (tram and bus lines) as well as trade and service functions. The modernization carried out 

in the first decade of the 21st century responded to the current needs of the Warsaw center residents. 

The square was turned into the town greenery square, filled with plants, giving the opportunity to 

rest and relax without the necessity of going to distant parks or out of the city. The rush of water 

and plants reduce the traffic noise (and so limited by removing tram terminal station), the fountain 

moistens the air on hot days and levels the annoyance of feeling heat, authors’ special (individually 

designed) architectural furniture allow comfortable rest in groups or intimate. The history of the 

square area also is clear. Designed greenery honors the visibility of the historical space size as well 

as presence of historic constructions, the square surface shows the preserved relics of tram rail lines, 

continued with lines of granite that indicate their former course. Although the function of the square 

has been changed completely, visibility of its historical identity has not been lost. 

The process of squares modernization in the cities of North-Eastern region of Poland occurs 

in various degrees of progress. In a large number of centers, no action has been taken so far, in 

some other the current phase of activities is the development of design documentation and carrying 

out public consultation (Choroszcz, Knyszyn, Lomza, Suwalki), in a few modernization of market 

squares has been completed (Bialystok, Augustow, Ostrow Mazowiecka, Korycin) (Gawryluk, 

2011). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Kosciuszko Square in Bialystok (modernization project – Atelier ZETTA) 
 

In most cases modernization projects were based on analysis of the historical context of the 

squares by:  

1. Incorporation into historic urban layout: 

• preservation and emphasizing the existing elements of urban composition that go beyond 

the square area – clear indication of the Baroque axis connecting the church tower with the palace 

complex in Choroszcz (modern means used for this purpose – changing the square surface drawing 

and layout, fountains, landscaping arrangement, arranging the existing greenery and planting new) 

(Fig.4); 

• functional linking of the squares area (using the introduced recreational, cultural, 

representational and trade-service functions) with areas and objects (often historical) located at a 

distance from the squares – which affects the activation of areas much larger than the squares only; 

• analysis and correction of the communication system to improve the functionality and 

safety, but also the visibility of historical assets in the area; 

• crystallizing the squares area by indicating the need to supplement frontages (Ostrow 

Mazowiecka, Suwalki, Bialystok, ...) (Fig. 2, 3, 6) as well as introducing modern elements of urban 

composition in the form of new compositional axis connecting the main buildings and elements of 
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the square area. Their visibility was emphasized by regulating and organizing the existing greenery 

and designing new plantings (Ostrow Mazowiecka, Choroszcz, Knyszyn, Korycin) (Fig. 3, 4, 5). 

 

 

Fig. 3. Duchess Anna Mazowiecka Square in Ostrow Mazowiecka (modernization conception – Atelier ZETTA) 

 

2. Use of symbols of towns history: 

a) monuments: 

• monuments from the interwar period (1918–1939): Choroszcz – reconstruction of the 

monument of 1934 with the change of location in order to emphasize the existing Baroque axis 

(changing the direction of the monument to face the square) (Fig.4); 

• current realizations – statues of historical personalities who contributed to the history of 

the cities: Ostrow Mazowiecki – Duchess Anna Mazowiecka, Knyszyn and Augustow – King 

Zygmunt Augustus, Suwalki – the Maria Konopnicka Square – her statue – to determine the 

background and framework for the proper exposure of monuments in the squares area was 

performed with the use of corrected existing and newly designed greenery (Fig. 3, 5, 6). 

 

 

Fig. 4. The 11th November Square in Choroszcz (revitalisation project: J. Uscinowicz, J. Grycel, P. Trojniel) 
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3. Historical – functional analysis (Table 1): 

• exhibition and trade feature dominant in the squares in most towns until World War II 

today persists as representative and recreational feature; 

• greenery that originated from parks at the end of the nineteenth century (Augustow, 

Suwalki-main city park) and the period after the Second World War (in many cases, planted in a 

common actions: Suwalki – the M. Konopnicka Square, Knyszyn, Korycin) – under arrangements 

(Fig. 5, 6). Disciplining greenery in order to maintain visibility of the historical cultural values 

(Knyszyn, Suwalki – the M. Konopnicka Square), but also the comfort and safety of opportunities 

for rest and recreation in the city squares; 

• public consultation carried out in Suwalki in connection with the modernization of the 

Maria Konopnicka Square revealed public demand for green areas in the city (Fig. 6). 

 

 

Fig. 5. The Market Square in Knyszyn (square modernisation project – Atelier ZETTA) 

 

 

Fig. 6. The Maria Konopnicka Square in Suwalki (Project No 8-planned modernisation) 

 

Comparison of functional changes of squares since their foundation until today's 

modernizations (projects and realizations) presented in Table 1 confirms regression of trade 
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function, reduction of commercial and communication functions (of transit nature) to introduce 

recreational function (in the form of greenery with elements of landscaping and architectural 

furniture) and cultural function (which gives a chance for organizing all kinds of public events such 

as concerts, festivals, occasional fairs, state and religious ceremonies, ...). 
 

Table 1. Functional changes in selected squares in North-Eastern towns in Poland 

Town / Square Historical functions 
Current functions after 

modernization 

Authors and dates of modernisation 

project and its realization 

1 2 3 4 

Bialystok, 

Kosciuszko Square 
(Fig. 2) 

- communication junction 

- commercial 
- trade 

- representative 

- communication (limited) 

- commercial (limited) 
- cultural 

- recreation 

- representative 

Atelier Zetta arch. Zenon Zabagło and 

team 
2009 – 2010 – project and realisation 

Augustow, 

Zygmunt Augustus 

Square 

 

- communication (tranzit) 

- commercial 

- trade 

- until XIX park 

- communication 

(communication junction) 

- commercial (limited) 

- cultural 

- recreation 

- reprezentative 

Square modernisation project – arch. 

Z. Dargiewicz. Project of the surface 

layout- dr. eng. arch. T. Myczkowski. 

The statue of King Zygmunt 

Augustus– prof. C. Dźwigaj. 

Realisation 1999 – 2010 

Ostrow 

Mazowiecka, 

Duchess Anna 

Mazowicka Square 
(Fig. 3) 

- communication (tranzit) 

- administrative 

- representative  

- commercial 
- trade 

- communication (local 

communication junction) 

- administrative 

- representative 
- commercial (limited) 

- cultural 

- recreation 

Modernisation concept – Atelier Zetta; 

the statue of Duchess Anna 

Mazowiecka – sculptor Miloslawa 

Skoczek 
2003 – 2005 – concept and  realisation 

Choroszcz,  

The 11th November 

Square 

(Fig. 4) 

- communication  

- commercial 

- trade 

- cult 

- representative (linked 

by axis with the Baroque 

palace complex) 

- communication junction 

- commercial 

- cult 

- representive 

- recreation 

- cultural 

Rewitalization Project – 2008 

Local Culture Architecture Facility 

WA PB: dr. eng. arch. Jerzy 

Uścinowicz, dr eng. arch. Janusz 

Grycel, mgr. eng. arch. Piotr Trojniel 

Knyszyn, 

The Market Square 

(Fig. 5) 

- communication junction 

- commercial 

- trade 

- cult 

- communication junction 

- commercial 

- cult 

- representative 

- recreation 

- cultural 

Statue of the king –J. Perszko 

Square modernisation project - Atelier 

Zetta; historical analysis prof. J. 

Maroszek 
Project and modernisation 1997 – 

2013 

Suwalki , 

The Maria 

Konopnicka Square  

(Fig. 6) 

- communication junction 

- commercial 

- trade 

- communication junction 

- commercial 

- representative 

- recreation 

- cultural 

2009 – I stage of the competition won 

by Atelier Zetta (The winning project 

included removal of greenery from the 

square (Fig. 5), which was disaproved 

by the society. As a result, the second 

stage of the contest was announced. 

Inhabitants of Suwalki took part in the 

assessment of the submitted projects. 

They could vote for chosen projects (1 

of 8 which were subject to public 
consultations). Project No 8 (Fig. 6) 

which won the second stage of the 

contest, with the magistrate comments 

included, has been realized (since 

2012)). 2010 – Konopnicka’s statue – 

prof. Chmielewski. 03 2010 – II stage 

of the competition. 03 2011 – public 

consultations closed – Project No 8 

won. 2013 – realisation. 
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Table 1 continued 

1 2 3 4 

Korycin,  

The Market Square 

- communication junction 

- commercial 

- trade 

- communication junction 

- commercial 

- representative 

- recreation 

- cultural 

2007 – project, Atelier Zetta; 

2010 – sculpture „Strawbery” M. 

Jackowski 

2007 - 2010 – project and realisation 

 

Contemporary organized greenery in the historical areas (where originally there was no 

greenery, for example, in the squares of medieval origin) is justified. It may result from historical 

changes in use of public areas in cities, the current needs of their residents, the modern way of life, 

but also attempts to revitalize these areas due to "natural extinction" of functions, which were 

historically specific of them. However, always remember that the newly introduced elements 

(greenery, small architecture, architectural furniture) should not destroy the historical values, but 

allow preservation of cultural values visibility in squares. It is desirable that planned green areas 

would be composed of species suitable for the urban environment (resistance to contamination, 

reduced disorder made by flowers, leaves, and fruit) (Ostrowski, 1980). 
 

Conclusions 
 

Squares constitute a particular value of urban area, especially in small towns. (Czarnecki, 

2003) Therefore, they should be subjected to the processes of modernization with special care and 

concern for preservation of the original and historical values of each individual town center. Any 

activities should be supported by historical analysis of changes in the squares area, in each case 

individually and supported also by the broader context of historical developments in the region, 

state... (in other situation, modernizations can lead to „pseudo-historicisation” of squares area 

resulting from the provincial understanding of the public area attractiveness. The risk is visible on 

examples of The „Strawberry” sculpture-monument located on the main square in Korycin.). 

In most cases, concepts and projects of squares modernization in the surveyed North-Eastern 

Polish cities were preceded by historical analysis of the urban areas and were developed on the 

basis of the research conclusions. Analysis of contemporary urban needs indicate the necessity of 

assigning new functions to squares (in comparison to the historical ones), which are expressed by 

the presence of greenery (existing and planned) in the structured and disciplined form that retains 

visibility of historical values in squares area by emphasizing the existing and planned urban 

compositions.  
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